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INTRODUCTION
In 2020, following the viral video of George Floyd’s death, protests, movements and conversations
took place around the country as people remembered and demanded justice for the lives of Floyd
and many others who have fallen victim to police violence.
Social movements change society’s expectations of a company, as well as influence the thinking and
values of individuals in that company. With tensions heightened due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and
a divisive presidential election, our nation experienced an uncomfortable, but necessary cultural reset
that forced many businesses to look internally and reassess their Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DE&I)
business practices.
In May of 2019, Corporate Relocation Today (CRT) was commissioned by northAmerican® Van Lines
to gain insight into the state of companies’ diverse supplier programs (or lack thereof) across the
country. The 2019 diversity study found that, while a majority of companies expressed awareness
of the social, moral and economic advantages of working with diverse suppliers, the vast majority
remained only in exploratory phases of actually creating and implementing diverse supplier programs
into their organization.
To learn more, CRT conducted a follow-up study to analyze whether or not growing social and
ideological pressure from diverse categories of external and internal stakeholders have made a
significant impact on diverse supplier program drivers, policies and requirements.

In a year where corporate social responsibility has become a major player,
influencing and placing new expectations around corporate business
decisions, over 79% of companies on average reported working with
more diverse suppliers in 2022 than they were two years ago.

Additionally, 74.2% of 2019 respondents reported having a vendor diversity program less than
10 years old versus 91.2% in 2022. This nearly 23% difference in three years also suggests a
significant increase in social awareness.
Through this research, as we take a closer look at how companies (of those participating) manage,
source and evaluate their diverse suppliers, our hope is to better understand the attitudes,
outcomes, efficacy and processes associated with pursuing them.
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COMPANY DEMOGRAPHICS
Our survey responses were composed of 314 business executives who actively play a role in their company’s vendor
diversity and inclusion efforts.

Department
Responses by department from highest to lowest number of responses are as follows:

3.2%

OTHER
(IT, MAINTENANCE, SALES & LEGAL)

10.2%

PROCUREMENT/PURCHASING/
FINANCE

11.1%

SUPPLY CHAIN

33.4%

OPERATIONS

15%

C-SUITE

27.1%

HUMAN RESOURCES

While the 2019 study did ask for job level information, it did not ask participants to specify their department.
Therefore, finding that the majority of responses worked in operations was unexpected.

Seniority
Responses by job title from the highest to lowest number of responses are as follows:

10.8%

3.5%

20.4%

C-SUITE

ENTRY

VICE PRESIDENT

21.9%

DIRECTOR

44.3%

MANAGER
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COMPANY FIRMOGRAPHICS
Industry Breakdown

4.5%

AGRICULTURE

3.2%

AEROSPACE & DEFENSE

3.8%

AUTOMOTIVE

23.7%

7%

ALL OTHERS

BANKING

6.4%

BUSINESS SERVICES

3.8%

6.1%

OTHER

3.2%

5.7%

TRANSPORTATION

4.1%

SOFTWARE

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
& PERIPHERALS

CONSTRUCTION

7%

RETAIL

7.6%

MANUFACTURING

4.1%

4.8%

CONSUMER GOODS

4.8%

EDUCATION
HEALTHCARE

As shown in the chart, the largest segment of reporting industries is “ALL OTHERS,” which comprises 19 additional
industries (Biotechnology, City & Municipalities, Consumer Services, Electronics, Energy, Financial, Food & Beverage,
Government, Hospitality, Insurance, Legal Services, Media, Metals & Mining, Non-Profit, Pharmaceuticals, Real Estate,
Restaurants, Telecommunications and Travel).

Company Size
Responses by company size from the highest to lowest number of responses are as follows:

20.7%

6.1%

1,001-5,000 EMPLOYEES

5,001-10,000 EMPLOYEES

5.7%

10,000 OR MORE EMPLOYEES

32.5%

35%

500-1,000 EMPLOYEES

UNDER 500 EMPLOYEES
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FINDINGS
For this study, the data is broken up into three categories: small, midsize and enterprise businesses.

35%

32.5%

32.5%

SMALL BUSINESSES
(less than 500 employees)

MIDSIZE BUSINESSES
(500-1,000 employees)

ENTERPRISE BUSINESSES
(more than 1,000 employees)

When broken down by department and company size, the data reveals that C-suite and HR departments are primarily at
the center of supplier diversity efforts within smaller businesses, while supply chain and procurement departments play
a more significant role within larger, enterprise businesses. Across the board, though, findings show that operations play
a consistent role, ranging from 31.5% to 34.3% of responses.

Formal or Informal Vendor/Supplier Diversity Program
12.8%

5.6%

JUST GETTING STARTED/
IN DISCUSSION

NO FORMAL PROGRAM

33.4%

YES, PRETTY INFORMAL

48.2%

YES, A FORMAL PROGRAM

When asked about the current state of companies’ diverse supplier programs – formal vs. informal vs. nonexistent vs. just getting
started – we found companies with more than 500 employees were 234% more likely to have a formal program in place.
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15.5%

10.8%

12%

JUST GETTING STARTED
(under 500 employees)

JUST GETTING STARTED
(between 500-1,000 employees)

JUST GETTING STARTED
(more than 1,000 employees)

Upon filtering the responses to see why such a significant percentage of 1,000+ companies are just getting started, we found
that 74.4% reported they are working with more diverse suppliers than they were two years ago. This data suggests that larger
companies are feeling more compelled to make internal changes that align with society’s expectations of DE&I practices.

Age of Supplier Diversity Program
Next, we asked respondents how long their vendor diversity programs have been in place, in order to gain insight into when
companies began prioritizing diverse supplier programs.

8.8%

3.9%

11+ YEARS

NOT YET IN PLACE

14.7%

< 1 YEAR

43.3%

3-10 YEARS

29.3%

1-2 YEARS

Interestingly, in our 2019 study, 74.2% of respondents reported having a vendor diversity program less than
10 years old. Today, in 2022, 91.2% of our responses indicate their program is less than 10 years old.
This equates to nearly a 23% difference in three years, suggesting a vast increase in social awareness and adoption of
diverse supplier initiatives.
The remaining 8.8% of companies who reported having their supplier diversity programs for more than 11 years were primarily
spread across five industries: Agriculture, Aerospace and Defense, Telecomm, Cities & Municipalities, and Healthcare.
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Lastly, when taking into account company size, we found that larger companies are nearly 200% more likely to have a
formal program in place for more than 11 years than smaller companies.

Number of Dedicated Staff
To further understand the level of investment companies are willing to make into their diverse supplier programs, we asked
respondents how many full-time resources were dedicated to managing them.

32.8%

40

25.8%

PERCENT

30

15.6%

20
10
0

6.7%

5.7%

0

1

(PART-TIME)

8.3%

2

3-4

5-10

11+

5.1%
UNSURE/
NA

FULL-TIME RESOURCES

When broken down by company size, the results are as follows:

67.3%

81.4%

89.2%

LESS THAN 1 TO 4
DEDICATED EMPLOYEES
(under 500 employees)

2 TO 10 DEDICATED EMPLOYEES
(between 500-1,000 employees)

2 TO 11+ DEDICATED EMPLOYEES
(more than 1,000 employees)
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Certification Requirement
When asked whether their company’s programs require diverse suppliers to be certified as women-owned, minority-owned,
or veteran-owned businesses, 66.9% reported yes, their company does require certification. Interestingly, this is down from
last year’s findings of 71.4% that required certification.
Of those respondents from companies with more formal programs in place, 81.6% said their firms require certification.
Companies with fewer than 500 employees are 23% more likely not to require certification to participate in their
diversity programs.
Does your program require diverse suppliers to be certified as women-owned, minority-owned or
veteran-owned businesses?

8.6%

24.5%

UNSURE

NO

66.9%
YES
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Sourcing Diverse Suppliers
How are companies finding or sourcing their diverse suppliers? Our data suggests that a majority of companies struggle
to find diverse suppliers and rely primarily on search engines, third-party providers and certification agencies.
How do you source your diverse suppliers?
60
50

48.7%

50%

50.6%

PERCENT

40

29%

30
20
10
0

2.5%
CERTIFICATION
AGENCIES

153

Responses

3RD PARTY
PROVIDER

157

Responses

SEARCH
ENGINES

159

Responses

THROUGH
OTHER
DIVERSE
SUPPLIERS

91

Responses

OTHER–
WRITE IN
(REQUIRED)

8

Responses

Of the 2.5% of “Other” responses, we noticed some responses worth noting i.e. personal associations, government
websites, company vendor portals and blogs.
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Quantity of Diverse Suppliers
As predicted, the number of diverse suppliers a company has directly correlates with company size.

46.8%

50

PERCENT

40

34.4%

30
20

14%

10
0

4.8%
1-5

6-10

108

147

Responses

60

Responses

11-25

44

Responses

50.9%

49%

50

PERCENT

40

34.3%

26+

15

Responses

SMALL BUSINESSES
(less than 500 employees)

54.9%

MIDSIZE BUSINESSES
(500-1,000 employees)
ENTERPRISE BUSINESSES
(more than 1,000 employees)

37.3%

30

20.6%

16.7%

20

10% 11.8%

10
0

1.8%
1-5

6-10

11-25

4.9%

7.8%

26+

When comparing this quantity data against the program age data, the findings reveal another suspected correlation—the
longer a vendor diversity program is in place directly influences the number of diverse vendors in their program.
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Number of Diverse Suppliers—Today vs. Two Years Ago
Are you working with more diverse suppliers and vendors today than you were two years ago?

15%
NO

79.6%
YES

5.4%

UNSURE

In a study on corporate social responsibility and how it influences buying decisions and public perceptions of brands,
Clutch found that, overall, people think it’s important for businesses to demonstrate social responsibility and take stances
on current social movements.
Our results mirrored this.
Today, over 79% of companies on average are working with more diverse suppliers than they were two
years ago, perfectly capturing the impact of social movements on the corporate world. After measuring the impact,
we wanted to take a closer look at the motivations behind any actions taken or changes made to diversity programs.
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What are the primary drivers of your supplier diversity program?

44.6%

50

49.4%

PERCENT

40

40.1%

30

22.9%

20

26.8%

21.0%

30.6%

20.1% 22.9%

10
0

1.3%
CUSTOMER
REQUIREMENTS

CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

ALIGNMENT
WITH
CORPORATE
CULTURE

ALIGNMENT
WITH
CORPORATE
DEI INITIATIVES

MIRROR
CUSTOMER
BASE

GAIN MARKET
SUPPLIER
GOVERNMENT
DRIVE
SHARE/
DEVELOPMENT COMPLIANCE COMPETITION
ENHANCE
AND INCLUSIVE
BRAND IMAGE
SUPPLY CHAIN

OTHER—
WRITE IN
(REQUIRED)

Diversity Program Drivers
When asked “what are the primary drivers of your diverse supplier program?” the top three responses on average were:

>
••>
••>
••

Corporate social responsibility – 49.4%
Customer requirements – 44.6%
Alignment with corporate culture – 40.1%

However, when we break down the data further, we begin to see different drivers by department.
Top 3 drivers by department:
• C-Suite | Corporate and Social Responsibility (48.9%), Alignment with Corporate Culture (42.6%) and
Supplier Development (29.8%)
• Human Resources | Customer Requirement, which surprised us (48.2%), Corporate and Social Responsibility (40%)
and Alignment and Company Culture (36.5%)
• Operations | Corporate and Social Responsibility (51.4%), Customer Requirements (45.7%) and Alignment with
Corporate Culture (39%)
• Procurement | Corporate and Social Responsibility and Mirror Customer Base (62.5%) with Supplier Development (53.1%)
• Supply Chain | Corporate and Social Responsibility (57.1%), Customer Requirements (51.4%) then Alignment with
Corporate Culture (42.9%)
With corporate and social responsibility at the top, the questions remain: are the drivers behind changes to diversity
programs genuine? Do consumers even care? Most people think businesses support social movements for self-serving reasons,
like to earn more money (29%), attract specific customers (20%), and earn media coverage (19%).
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Of course, these reasons aren’t necessarily mutually exclusive. It is possible for a business to both care about an issue and
recognize that speaking up about it will earn them more money, customers, and media coverage.
Josh Weiss, CEO of 10 to 1 Public Relations said it perfectly: “there’s nothing wrong with social responsibility being a
strategic decision, but it should also be one that you strongly believe in and are willing to stand up for.”
With regards to the primary drivers for the initial development of a supplier diversity program, we struggled to find any
nuances. However, companies that had a program for less than 10 years are more likely to list corporate and social
responsibility as their top drivers versus customer requirements. This makes sense if one views customer requirements
as a response to market forces that would occur overtime and thus, so would the implementation of a diverse supplier
program in response to that demand.
In addition to understanding what is driving the growth of diverse supplier programs, it is more important than ever to
understand how companies institute, manage and expand these programs.

Measuring ROI of Diverse Supplier Programs
How do you measure the financial ROI of your supplier diversity program?
50

48.15%

43.9%

PERCENT

40

36.9%

34.4%
24.8%

30

26.8%

20

9.2%

10
0

DOLLARS
SAVED BY
USING DIVERSE
SUPPLIERS
THAT WERE
LESS COSTLY

REVENUE
FROM
CUSTOMERS
WITH DIVERSITY
SPEND
REQUIREMENTS

GRANTS
RECEIVED
RELATED TO
HAVING A
SUCCESSFUL
PROGRAM

AMOUNT OF
SALES TO THE
GOVERNMENT

ECONOMIC
IMPACT/
JOBS CREATED

TAX SAVINGS

DON’T
MEASURE

When asked how companies measure the financial ROI of their supplier diversity
program, responses from highest to lowest are as follows:

>
••>
••>
••>
••>
••

3.8%
UNSURE/
NOT APPLICABLE

0.6%
OTHER–
WRITE IN
(REQUIRED)

9.2% of companies didn’t measure
ROI at all, down from 15%
reported back in May 2019.

Dollars saved by using diverse suppliers that were less costly – 48.15%
Revenue as a result of working with customers with diversity spend requirements – 43.9%
Grants received related to having a successful diversity program – 36.9%
Economic impact or jobs created as a result of the diversity program – 34.4%
Tax savings as a result of their diversity program – 26.8%
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When analyzed by department, the data reflects that certain departments tracked ROI differently than others. As an example,
C-Suite, HR, Operations and Supply Chain departments focused on Dollars Saved by using less costly diverse suppliers, while
Procurement departments were more focused on Revenue as a result of working with customers with diversity spend
requirements. 34.4% of Procurement departments were also tracking Tax Savings as an ROI metric more closely than any
other department, contrasted by only 17.1% of Supply Chain departments.
Finally, when comparing these results against the number of dedicated staff data, we found that companies with more
dedicated full-time resources managing their diverse supplier programs were more likely to track its overall ROI. For example,
28.6% of companies using a part-time employee to manage their supplier diversity program don’t track the ROI at all vs.
companies who have more than 11 full-time resources track ROI 100% of the time.
These insights speak largely to the level of commitment various businesses and departments have to their diversity programs,
and further emphasize the financial drivers behind maintaining them. It seems that, regardless of company size, the ROI of a
supplier diversity program is largely influenced by the number of dedicated resources you put in place to manage your program.

Diverse Supplier Tier 1 Spend

56.4%

60
50

PERCENT

40
30
20

21.7%
13.1%

10
0

3.5%
> 15%

10-15%

5-10%

0-5%

5.4%
UNSURE/
NOT APPLICABLE

When asked what percentage of their company’s Tier 1 supplier spend is with diverse suppliers, over 91.2% of respondents
reported spending more than 5% of their Tier 1 spend with diverse suppliers. The majority of companies (56.4%) reported
spending 10-15% of their Tier 1 spend with diverse suppliers.
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Diverse Supplier Tier 2 Spend
When asked if their companies measure Tier 2 supplier spend, nearly 57% replied “Yes” (56.4%). Tier 2 suppliers are outsourced
and contracted by your suppliers to ensure their operations are successful.

32.2%
NO

56.4%
YES

11.5%

UNSURE

When analyzing the Tier 2 spend of companies who have had their programs in place for more than three years versus less than
three years, there was a notable gap in the data. In companies with programs older than three years, 74.1% said they track
Tier 2 spend, whereas only 56.7% of companies with programs newer than three years track Tier 2 spending.
We also saw a 36% increase in younger programs tracking tier 2 diversity spend from May 2019 to 2022.
Similar results occurred when comparing companies with less than three full-time employees dedicated to their diverse supplier
program versus more than three. Only 46.7% of companies with fewer dedicated employees tracked Tier 2 spend, while 65.2%
of companies with three or more dedicated employees tracked Tier 2 spend.
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Reporting Frequency
Next, we wanted to get a sense of how often these diversity professionals were reporting to their executive team. The
frequency in which they meet to discuss their efforts is indicative of how invested the company and its executive team
is in the success of their supplier diversity program.
50

PERCENT

40

41.4%

35.4%

30
20

9.6%

10
0

QUARTERLY
OR MORE
FREQUENTLY

SEMIANNUALLY

ANNUALLYFISCAL YEAR

2.9%
WE DON’T

7.3%
AS NEEDED

3.5%
UNSURE/
NOT
APPLICABLE

Responses from highest to lowest are as follows:

>
••>
••>
••>
••

More than once a quarter – 35.4%
Semiannually – 41.4%
Once a year or less – 9.6%
As needed – 7.3%

To no surprise, companies with more employees dedicated to supplier diversity have more meetings. However, of companies
with 11 or more full-time employees dedicated to their supplier diversity programs, 42.6% reported meeting more than once
a quarter, down 18.4% from May 2019. This may be an effect of COVID-19 protocols.
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Perceived Success of Diverse Supplier Program
The next piece of the puzzle was understanding how these diversity professionals perceived the success of their programs.
How effective would you say your supplier diverstiy program is?

2.9%

0.6%

SOMEWHAT INEFFECTIVE

VERY INEFFECTIVE

10.5%

NEITHER EFFECTIVE
NOR INEFFECTIVE

44.3%

VERY EFFECTIVE

41.3%

SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE

After observing the data, a majority of diversity professionals across all industries felt their programs were somewhat or very
effective (86%), while 10.5% felt their programs were neither ineffective or effective and 3.1% felt their programs were
somewhat ineffective.
Do you have plans to or would like to expand your diversity program?

2.9%

NOT SURE

19.1%

MAYBE

66.2%
YES

11.8%
NO
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With a large percentage of companies recognizing the value and ROI of their diversity programs, we looked to the potential for
future expansion. To the question “do you have plans to expand your Diversity program?” over 66.2% of respondents said yes,
an attitude likely influenced by today’s political and social environment.
This attitudinal statistic may reveal that our current cultural climate, rich with social movements, may be influencing what is top
of mind for companies. Additionally, it could also signal that diverse supplier programs are beneficial and successful for those
who have implemented them.

Challenges Encountered With Supplier Diversity
So, if the public values companies upholding social responsibilities and a large percentage of companies are recognizing the value
and ROI of their diversity programs, where is the disconnect? What’s holding companies back from taking greater advantage?
What is your biggest challenge in the supplier diversity space?
40

36.9% 36.6%
34.1% 33.4%

PERCENT

30

27.4%
17.2%

20

21.7%
5.7%

10
0

EMBRACING
SUPPLIER
DIVERSITY

COMMUNICATION
INTERNALLY OR
EXTERNALLY

DIVERSITY
FRAUD

FINDING
CERTIFIED
VENDORS

TRACKING
ROI

ACHIEVING
BUY IN FROM
C-SUITE

VENDORS ARE
TOO SMALL
TO MATCH
OUR NEEDS

ALL OF
THE ABOVE

2.5%
OTHER–
WRITE IN
(REQUIRED)

When asked about companies’ biggest challenges regarding their diverse supplier programs, we learned that embracing
supplier diversity and communication internally or externally were the biggest roadblocks.
In our May 2019 study, finding certified suppliers was the biggest challenge for companies and, in both studies, sourcing
diverse suppliers remains a top 5 challenge. The most common complaint was that the diverse suppliers weren’t large enough
to match their needs and tend to be smaller companies, in general.
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CONCLUSIONS
Through our results, it is evident that the majority of companies (86%) find their diversity programs effective and desire to
expand them (70%). So, how can companies overcome their top two reported challenges with embracing supplier diversity
and internal/external communication in order to do so?
Department Alignment | When broken down by department, the data reveals a disconnect between the top drivers for
a diverse supplier program. C-suite is mostly concerned with corporate and social responsibility, while Procurement wants
to mirror their customer base and HR focuses on customer requirements. Department alignment can be improved through
increased communication efforts.
Increased Company-Wide Communication | Increasing communication across departments about not only the
end-goals and objectives of your diversity programs, but also the drivers behind them, will ideally serve to foster a unified
company culture that better embraces supplier diversity programs and promotes inclusivity at every level.
As a result, better communication can resonate throughout every aspect of the business from proving their commitment in
corporate responsibility to improving the overall brand of the company to supporting their talent recruitment and retention
efforts. Not to mention the potential impact on the company’s bottom line recognized in using less costly diverse suppliers
to additional tax advantages.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWING DIVERSE SUPPLIERS
To understand what types of suppliers are being included in companies’ diverse supplier programs, we asked respondents
if they had any storage facilities, commercial moving, household goods moving, global relocation, or real estate companies
participating in their diversity programs. Often these types of companies are minority, veteran or women owned businesses,
many of which are suppliers of or have relationships with larger or even global companies where tier two spend can apply.
One example of such a company is northAmerican Van Lines.
50

PERCENT

40
30

38.5%

43%
30.9%

36.6%
28%

20

4.8%

10
0

COMMERCIAL HOUSEHOLD
GLOBAL
REAL ESTATE
MOVING
GOODS
RELOCATION COMPANIES/
SERVICES
MOVERS
VENDORS
AGENTS
(DOMESTIC)

STORAGE
FACILITIES

OTHER–
WRITE IN
(REQUIRED)
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There is certainly an opportunity for those nearly 70% of companies wanting to expand their supplier diversity programs to
actively seek out moving companies who qualify as certified minority companies.
Through this research, it has become evident that the variety of moving, relocation, and storage services offered by
northAmerican and others are an underutilized area from which companies who are serious about expanding their supplier
diversity programs (70%) ought to look more closely.
The moving and relocation space offers a wealth of certified diverse suppliers with years of experience working with
companies for all of their relocation needs. At northAmerican alone, there are 48 minority, women, or veteran owned
locations across the United States. northAmerican Van Lines takes seriously its commitment to diversity, and helps to
empower and support its women, minority, and veteran agents.

Want to add more diverse suppliers to your program?
Contact northAmerican Van Lines today and access over 48 certified
veteran, women, and minority-owned suppliers.

northAmerican is an historically inclusive company and is proud to be home to the oldest minority owned business in the
United States. Many of northAmerican’s certified minority, women, and veteran owned agents are equipped to handle large,
corporate relocations and thus, will be able to meet the needs of today’s firms. This also aids firms seeking to expand their
supplier diversity programs by helping to quell one of the more common issues respondents faced according to this
research: encountering suppliers who were too small to meet their needs.
Moreover, by offering a large network of certified minority, women, and veteran owned suppliers, northAmerican offers the
flexibility and scale needed for companies to contract diverse suppliers for their relocation needs no matter the location.
By beginning to explore in what ways relocation providers may be able to expand diverse supplier programs, companies are
likely to find numerous qualified and certified suppliers who are not only able to meet their needs but help them to facilitate
long-term relationships with minority, women, and veteran owned suppliers they can trust.

WHAT CAN CERTIFIED MINORITY, WOMEN, OR VETERAN
OWNED SUPPLIERS DO?
Diverse suppliers must do a better job of promoting the fact they are indeed a certified minority, women
or veteran-owned businesses.
Many of these companies don’t like to lead with the fact they are diverse suppliers, but rather bring it up in conversation
after an opportunity has been identified. We suspect many diverse suppliers are reluctant to promote the fact they are
indeed diverse, fearing it could harm them more than help.
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HOW CAN I IMPROVE MY DIVERSE SUPPLIER PROGRAM?
A communication plan must be implemented for both internal and external stakeholders.
Companies and suppliers alike must adopt more content related to the importance of these programs. The social
responsibility aspects alone make it worth talking about. The many intangible and tangible benefits of a diverse supplier
program need to be understood by diverse suppliers and companies with diverse supplier programs alike. This includes
fact-based discussion of the direct correlation between innovation and diversity as well as the demands of millennials
who are increasingly shaping our workforce and consumer base.
Fiscally, diverse supplier programs offer companies tangible benefits either through grants, tax incentives, and sometimes lower
cost suppliers. However, when it comes to communication it is imperative that companies understand that diverse suppliers
offer them a way to increase innovation and improve their social responsibility image and from that, bolster them in the face
of the future and what is becoming increasingly expected of them by their customers and employees alike. This will help with
getting executive buy-in to such programs which is the third most difficult challenge facing diversity professionals today.
For external stakeholders, it is crucial for companies who take seriously their diverse supplier program to leverage it within
their external marketing efforts. As more companies seek to develop programs such as these and other social responsibility
initiatives, it is also true that they desire to do business with similarly aligned organizations. The same of course is also true
for business-to-consumer firms looking to differentiate or enhance their brand image. As more of our current consumer base
seeks to buy from brands that do good and stand for something bigger than their product or service, getting the message
out on corporate social responsibility efforts is more crucial than ever. Learning how to interweave these efforts with your
brand almost synonymously will get you not only more customers but a following.
Lastly, tracking ROI isn’t easy and it requires staff. Companies with more resources dedicated to their
program were more likely to track overall ROI of their diverse supplier program.
The top methods for calculating the ROI of companies’ diverse supplier programs were
dollars saved by using diverse suppliers that were less costly and revenue because
of working with customers with diversity spend requirements. 9.2% of respondents
reported not measuring ROI at all. While measuring and reporting on ROI by any
of the methods included in the survey is preferable to not measuring at all, they
still may be somewhat monocular methodologies that don’t encompass the
true impact of a diverse supplier program.
It goes without saying that many of the benefits associated with
diverse supplier programs are intangible and thus, difficult to
measure. However, it is important to think of ways that may
allow companies to keep better tabs on these benefits that
may seem elusive and daunting to track.
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HOW CAN I MEASURE THE ROI OF MY
DIVERSITY PROGRAM?
1. Calculate Employee Retention | Diversity programs at large have been shown to increase employee retention.
This cuts down on human capital losses, hiring and firing costs, and productivity losses via training time.
Calculation Method1:
a. (Average value of employee in terms of output X years in org) – (Recruitment & training costs) =
(Human capital value of employee)
b. (Average length of stay pre-inclusion efforts) – (Average length of stay post-inclusion efforts) =
(Retention improvement)
c. (Retention improvement) * (Average value of employee in terms of output X year in org) – (Cost of inclusion efforts) =
(Value of inclusion efforts)
2. Public Opinion | This blends somewhat with communicating your efforts to your external stakeholders. By keeping tabs
on positive mentions regarding your diversity program in the press and on social media, you will be able to report and
measure on how many times it was covered year over year or quarter over quarter.
3. Survey Employees and Customers | Diversity is positively associated with employee and customer satisfaction.
By regularly surveying both employees and customers as to how satisfied and engaged they feel, it will allow you to get
some numerical grasp over another intangible value add of diversity efforts.
4. Technology | Many service providers offer data enrichment services that are specialized in tracking a diverse supplier
program’s success. Using specially made technology programs may offer a more efficient and accurate way of delivering
crucial ROI data while cutting down on the time cost for those managing their programs.

CONTACT
Please contact Bobbi Maniglia at Bobbi.Maniglia@northamerican.com or call 800.213.4910 for more
information on how northAmerican can help support your supplier diversity efforts.
Reference: 1. Perry, R. (2018, February 28). 2018 DEI Trends: Assessing the ROI of Your Diversity Efforts. Retrieved from https://www.rhodesperry.com
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